APPENDIX

2.1.1. Application Schedule

Any application may be checked with the relevant Committee(s) prior to submission for completion of details, with the proviso that entry fees need only be included in the final application.

Text improvement

ORGANISER AGREEMENT

A commitment to follow the Sporting Code and the applicable Competition Rules.

An agreement to provide and pay for the judging equipment and scoring system(s) (approved as required by SC5, 4.3.1(1)) necessary to properly evaluate and score all jumps/performances made during the competition.

An agreement to provide and pay for the necessary infrastructure and facilities, including a fast and secure internet connection for the upload of results, images and videos produced by the scoring system(s) to the IPC Official Results Website, and to give the highest priority to the timely posting of the official results.

1) text improvement
2) adding "performances", this was lacking
3) adding text to arrange for fast/secure internet to be used for scores/video/images.

3.2 WEBSITE

The Organiser of an FCE may have a Website for an FCE.

(1) The Website may not be public before the date of publication of Official Information Bulletin #1.

(2) The information on the Website must not deviate from any information in the Official Information Bulletins.

(3) The Website may be used for both the provisional and final entry of Delegations.

(4) The Website may be used for posting results. These results are considered unofficial, unless authorised otherwise by the IPC Bureau. Posting may only be done in the form of links to the official results as on the IPC Official Results Website.

Proposal for steering & controlling organisers website.

ANNEX 2 FAI/IPC – FCE BID DOCUMENT FORMAT

Note 1: Bids for Indoor Skydiving will only be accepted for inclusion in the agenda for a Plenary Meeting if the proposed Wind Tunnel to be used is already built, is fully operational operating and is open to the public.

Note 2: all information in a bid needs to be filled in according to completed in accordance with this
Annex 2 before a bid can be accepted for inclusion in the agenda for a Plenary Meeting.

Restriction on bids for non-operational windtunnels, as per indoor committees request.

Annex 2

2.13 Facilities
Ground and aerial photographs of Airfield / Drop zone / Wind Tunnel
Brief description of competition layout (landing zone measurements and altitude) registration area / manifest / judging area / dubbing area / media area / photocopier capacity / computer and printer availability / internet connection / competitor indoor-outdoor area(s), drop zone TV, official bulletin board, rigging services, on site food services, drinking water, toilets, showers, packing area, creeper area, mock-up.

Previous event(s) experience at the particular venue(s)

2.14 Aircraft – number to be used, details of type, exit speed, flight time for competition round. Photographs showing exit door and handles are recommend.

For Indoor Skydiving, full details of the Wind Tunnel to be used (chamber diameter, wind speed settings, airflow, height (total and glass part), door measurements, cameras, music system, etc.).

Photographs showing chamber and door recommended.

All equipment required must be ready and operational for all competition jumps/performances and all official training jumps/performances.

2.13. Makes sense to ask for previous event experience, in order to evaluate bids. (this will also be included in Annex 3, point 6 for bulletins)

2.14. requirement for windtunnels, as per indoor committees request.

10 Equipment
Helmets, AAD, Wingsuits, Reserve repack cycle, (CP: quick release)

Needed information in bulletins, requirement as such was lacking.

12 Judging & Scoring
IPC approved electronic scoring equipment
Results publication details (as per IPC requirements)

IPC judges committee requirement added